Crescent CG system
Hidden inside your Little Wave, the simple,
yet ingenious, Crescent CG system keeps
the side frame free of excess hardware
while providing infinite adjustability. It is
this infinite adjustability that allows for CG
positioning anywhere along the side frame
without interference with the backrest
hardware or aftermarket seating system.

Multi-Adjustable Flip-up
Footplate

Growing With You
The Little Wave grows in depth and also
in width by using frame Xpanders that
maintain the frame’s structural integrity far
better than bolt-on cross bars. Knowing
you will need to grow your Little Wave XP,
this version includes one free growth kit
consisting of everything you need to grow
the frame!

This multi-adjustable footrest system allows
for an infinite number of positions so it can
be repositioned as the rider grows. The
aluminum footplate with carefully radiused
edges, will withstand the wear and tear of
any army…or a 5 year old! In addition, the
easy access strap allows the rider to lift up
the footplate without bending down.

Imagine...

a wheelchair that has the ability to move easily within its environment; where the
wheels are positioned perfectly so young people can use all of their strength and
leverage to their advantage.

Imagine...

a wheelchair that has the ability to change and grow along with the person using it
yet remains extremely light, simple to use and easy to transport.

It’s not imaginary. It’s reality.

Little Wave.

Transport Weight:

12.5 lbs.*

5.67 kg*

Seat Width:

10-16 in.

25-41 cm

Seat Depth:

10-16 in.

25-41 cm

Front Seat Height:

11.5-20.5 in.

29-52 cm

Rear Seat Height:

11.5-20 in.

29-51 cm

Tubing Size:

1 3/8 in.

3.49 cm

Weight Capacity:

165 lbs.

75 kg

Yes

Yes

Ansi Resna WC-19 Transit:

* 12”x12”

Frame with Adjustable Height B ack - 12”, 4” Poly
Casters, Angle Adj. Footplate and S tandard Upholster y. Armrest and Rear Wheels Removed.
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